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Looking Ahead

…It Will Soon Look Like This!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of you have already seen many of these companies.



What Is Connected Care?

Connected Care



Can It Really Be Done?

Connected Care



Who Wants This?



http://imaginingcareanywhere.org/html/about.html

Imagine the Future

http://imaginingcareanywhere.org/html/about.html


Imagine the Future



Imagine the Future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you saw, Leo’s wrist monitor sent an alert to a KP Communication Center and a virtual assistant assessed the situation and requested a medi-car. ��Imagine if digital virtual assistants could answer your questions and triage the situation with knowledge of your medical record, preferences, vital signs, sensor readings, and best practice protocols. These systems could provide access to clinical specialists via video consultations. ��In the future, we envision autonomous cars could be outfitted with medical sensors and other testing and communication devices that would allow KP to quickly connect to and take care of our members. ��The KP virtual assistant analyzes the results of additional tests done in the car. It triggers a video consultation with an on-call physician and Leo’s navigator.
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Your Choice?



Opportunities Await



CARE PAST PRESENT FUTURE?
Location Home Clinic/Hospital Anytime/Anywhere
Provider Generalists Specialists Team
Interaction Frequent Episodic/

Periodic
Continuous

Relationship Personal Impersonal Personal
Unit Family/

Community
Individual Population

Focus Health Disease Prevention

WHAT WOULD YOU WANT FOR 
YOUR CARE?

Opportunities Await



THEN MAKE IT HAPPEN!

Opportunities Await



Rural Health

Rural Health:

It’s Time to
Restore,

Reinvigorate,
Reinvent!



Who We Are

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 12 regional TRCs.  The coverage of the regional TRCs include every State in the union (including Washington DC) as well as the U.S. Pacific Islands.  MATRC covers the dark purple states.  In addition, there are two national TRCs. One is focused on telehealth technology assessment and the other on telehealth policy.  



Contact

For More Information:

www.facebook.com/MATRC

www.MATRC.org
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